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We study the properties of superposition of Bounded Hessian functions, estab-
lishing the validity of a second-order chain rule. We prove rectifiability properties
of all noncritical level sets of BH-functions by showing a geometric measure theory
analogous of Dini’s Theorem.  1998 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
For any pair of smooth functions u: 0 [ RM and f: RM [ R, 0 being a
Lipschitz open subset of RN, the composition f b u is well defined, smooth
and the classical chain rules hold
D[ f b u](x)=Df (u(x)) Du(x), x # 0, (0.1)
D2[ f b u](x)=D2f (u(x)) Du(x) Du(x)+Df (u(x)) D2u(x), x # 0, (0.2)
where D denotes the distributional (and in such case classical, of course)
derivatives.
When the regularity of both f and u is weakened, the definition of super-
position may turn meaningless and, even if the superposition is well posed
in a suitable functional framework, the extension of the chain formula may
be a more difficult question, requiring a finer analysis of the structure
properties of the involved functions.
For instance, it is not so difficult to see that the superposition with a
Lipschitz function f operates on the Sobolev spaces W1, p (0; RM) ( p1),
and also on BV(0, RM), the space of bounded variation functions, whose
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distributional derivatives are bounded (vector) measures on 0. On the con-
trary, adapting (0.1) to these situations requires much more work and it
was developed in various steps, as we shall see in a moment.
If we want to give at least a measure sense to the derivative of f b u,1
further extensions of (0.1) (when f has only an L p derivative, with p<)
are prevented by the fact that in general the superposition carries out of
BVloc , even if f is monotone and u is Lipschitz: for example,2
{ f (t) :=sign(t) - |t|, u(x) :=x
2 (sin(1x))2 for x # R"[0], u(0) :=0;
f b u(x)=|x sin(1x)|. (0.3)
Here we are interested in the problems related to the second derivatives of
a superposition. Of course, the simplest way to approach them is to
reiterate the first differentiation formula, requiring at least a separate mean-
ing to each factors (Df ) b u and Du; the previous remark implies that Df
has to be Lipschitz and u # BH(0; RM), that is (see [9, 13, 23]; some
authors use the notation BV2 instead of BH)
u # BH(0; RM)  u # W1, 1 (0; RM) and
D2iju are R
M-valued bounded measures.
However, we can try to overcome these restrictions, avoiding to split the
product.
A first result in this direction is given in [21] for the particular case
M=1 and
f (t) :=max(t, 0), for t # R;
in that case f has a derivative with bounded variation but not absolutely
continuous and it is proved that
u # BH(0) O max(u, 0) # BH(0), (0.4)
with a uniform bound of the BH-norm.
On the other side, if M2 it is easy to see that the assumption
f # W 2, ploc (R
M) with p<M does not entail f b u # BH(0), even for a C 
bounded function u. Take, for example,
f ( y)=| y| =, with 0<=<1, u(x)=xe1 , x # ]&1, 1[, (0.5)
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1 For a different point of view in the Sobolev framework, see [6], [20], [5]; see also [24]
in connection with constrained variational problems.
2 Here and in
sign(t) :={t |t|0 if t{0,if t=0.
then (the restriction of) f belongs to W2, 1 (B1(0)), the range of u is con-
tained in the unit sphere B1 (0), but f b u(x)=|x| = is not a function of
BH(&1, 1).
A possible way to unify these apparently different situations is to assume
f Lipschitz and convex, recalling that in the one-dimensional case a func-
tion, whose second derivative is a bounded measure, can be always splitted
into the difference of two Lipschitz convex ones (see Section 2,
Remark 2.6), whereas in higher dimension this is not possible in general:
(0.5) provides an example of f # BHloc (RN) which is not the difference of
convex functions. We shall prove
Theorem 1. Let u be given in BH(0, RM) and let f: RM  R be a
Lipschitz convex function, with
f (0)=0, if 0 is unbounded; (0.6)
then f b u # BH(0).
Remark. We shall see (cf. Theorem 2.2 for a precise statement) that
Theorem 1 holds also if f is a Lipschitz convex function defined in a general
Banach space X, and 0=(a, b)/R, u # BH(a, b; X). In this case, we obtain
the bound
&( f b u)$&BV(a, b)2L &u$&BV(a, b; X) , (0.7)
where L is the Lipschitz constant of f, provided an appropriate norm of
BV(a, b; X) is chosen (see (1.21), (1.22)).
A suitable generalization of the estimate (0.7) to the case N>1 is given
in Corollary 2.4. Moreover, we notice that it is enough assuming f convex
and Lipschitz on the convex hull generated by the essential range of u: if
K is such a set, we extend f outside K by the usual formula (see, e.g.,
[15], Ch. 3, Th. 1)
f (x)= inf
v # K
[ f (v)+L |x&v| ], L being the Lipschitz constant of f on K.
For M=1 and any dimension N we prove the following statement.
Theorem 2. Let u belong to BH(0) and let f: R [ R be a Lipschitz
function satisfying (0.6) and
D2f is a bounded measure on R. (0.8)
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Then f b u belongs to BH(0) and the following estimate holds
&D( f b u)&BV(0; RN)& f $&BV(R) } &Du&BV(0; RN) , (0.9)
where the BV norms are given by (1.16) and (1.22).
0.2. Remark. Even if in some particular case (e.g. M=1, f convex and
monotone: see [21]) it is possible to obtain a better constant, with respect
to the norm chosen in (1.16) in general this estimate is sharp.
Let us focus now the problem to write an explicit second order chain
rule. The first order one was stated by Stampacchia [22] when f is a
Lipschitz real function and u belongs to W1, p (0): he showed a proof in the
case of a finite number of jump points for f $. The general case was proved
by Marcus and Mizel [18] and can also be deduced by an unpublished
result of Serrin (1971).
Even in the quoted cases, we notice that the two factors in the right-
hand side of (0.1) cannot be splitted, and it is only their product that
makes sense: denoting by LN the usual Lebesgue measure on RN, Df (u(x))
is defined only Du(x) LN(x)-almost everywhere in 0 (which could mean
nowhere in 0).
If we allow u to have bounded variation, then in general Du is no longer
absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure LN; anyway
the usual Lebesgue decomposition holds true
Du=Dau+Dsu, Da u={u LN, (0.10)
where {u denotes the density of the absolutely continuous part with respect
to LN.
Formula (0.1) has to be suitably modified in order to take account of the
singular part of Du, more precisely of its restriction to the ‘‘jump set’’ Su
of u. For scalar valued functions, we describe it by means of the
‘‘approximate limit’’ notion (see the next section for the definitions)
u+ (x) :=ap lim sup
y  x
u( y), u* (x) :=ap lim inf
y  x
u( y),
which are finite for HN&1-a.e. point x and can be used to define the precise
representative of u
u
*
(x) :=
u+ (x)+u* (x)
2
.
We set
Su :=[x # RN: u+ (x)>u* (x)], Ju :=Du w Su , (0.11)
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observing that outside Su there exists the approximate limit u~ (x) :=
ap limy  x u( y) and it coincides with the other three values u*(x), u+ (x), u* (x).
It can be shown (see, e.g., [26] Th. 5.9.6) that Su is countably (HN&1, N&1)-
rectifiable ([16], 3.2.14) and there exists a unique Borel unit vector field
nu : Su [ RN such that
Ju=(u+&u*) nu HN&1 w Su . (0.12)
For a Borel set B/0 we have
HN&1 (B)<+ O Du w B=Dsu w B=Ju w B, (0.13)
so that the residual ‘‘Cantor part’’ of Du
Cu :=Dsu&Ju (0.14)
does not see the sets of finite HN&1 measure. In this framework, if
f # C1 (R) and u # BV(0), Vol’pert [25] showed that f b u # BV(0) with
D[ f b u]= f $@(u(x)) Du(x) as Borel measures on 0, (0.15)
where
f $@(u(x)) :=|
1
0
f $(u* (x)+s(u+ (x)&u* (x))) ds
={
f $(u(x))
f (u+ (x))& f (u* (x))
u+ (x)&u* (x)
if x # 0"Su
if x # Su .
(0.16)
Hence
J[ f b u]=[ f (u+)& f (u*)] nu HN&1 w Su .
Dal Maso et al. [10] proved (0.15) for a Lipschitz f, too, provided that f $
is replaced by its precise representative ( f $)
*
in the definition of f $@(u(x));
finally Ambrosio and Dal Maso [4] give a suitable interpretation of the
same formula for vector valued functions u. A simple example of applica-
tion of (0.15) can be given by choosing u=/]0, 1[ (x), f (t)=t2; notice that
in this case
d
dx
u2{2uu$ pointwise, but
d
dx
u2=2u
*
u$.
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We have now to consider how to extend the chain rule (0.2) to the
framework of Theorems 1 and 2; here the difficulties are sensibly different
with respect to the first order case since
(i) D2f can have a singular part and there is not a standard way to
define the composition of a measure with another function;
(ii) in the vector-valued case (that is M>1) the distributional
derivative D2f doesn’t carry enough information to obtain the complete
second derivative of f b u, even if (D2f )s #0; at this end, one can consider
f ( y) :=| y|, y # RM, and u(x) :=xe1 , obtaining
(D2f ( y)) ij=
$ij | y|2& yi yj
| y| 3
# L1loc(R
M), D2u#0;
D2f (u(x)) Du(x) Du(x)+Df (u(x)) D2u(x)#0 whereas D2 ( f b u)=2$0 .
Notice that the one dimensional trace t [ f (te1) has a singular part in the
second derivative.
In this paper we limit ourselves to develop the question i. In the case
M=1, u # BH(0), f satisfying (0.6) and (0.8); in particular Du={u is a
vector field in W1, 1 (0; RN) and D2u can be represented as a N_N square
matrix of bounded Borel measures, for any fixed basis in RN.
We say in advance that the regular part of D2 ( f b u),
[D2 ( f b u)]a :={D( f b u) LN={2 ( f b u) LN,
is as one may expect
{2[ f b u](x)= f (u(x)) {u(x){u(x)+ f4 (u(x)) {2u(x), (0.17)
where for a function f of one variable, we use the more familiar symbols
f $, f " for Df, D2f and f4 , f for {f, {2f, (0.18)
and the tensor product pq of a couple p, q of vectors of RN is the N_N
matrix
(pq) :=pqT.
In order to understand (at least formally) how to treat the term
f (u){u{u in the singular case, we have to rewrite it in the smooth case
evaluating its integral (on a Borel set B) via the change of variables
formula (see [15], 3.4.3).
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We call !u (x) (or simply !(x) when there is no risk of confusion) the
normalized gradient of u
!u (x)=s({u(x)), s(v)={v|v|0
if |v|>0,
otherwise,
and, for every couple of smooth functions u, f and every Borel set B/0,
we have
|
B
f (u(x)) {u(x){u(x) dx
=|
B
f (u(x)) |{u(x)|2 !(x)!(x) dx
=|
R {|B & u&1(t) |{u(x)| !(x)!(x) dHN&1 (x)= f (t) dt
=|
R {|B & u&1(t) |{u(x)| !(x)!(x) dHN&1 (x)= df "(t). (0.19)
This representation has the advantage to avoid the superposition f " b u.
However, since for f # BH(R) f "(t) may have a Dirac mass concentrated at
an arbitrary point, the extension of (0.19) to this function class requires a
careful definition of the inside integral for each t-level set of a general func-
tion u # BH(0), and not only for almost every t, as it is usual for the usual
coarea formula.
Nevertheless, we shall see that (0.19) holds in general, provided all the
occurrences of the various functions are replaced by the respective precise
representatives and ! is suitably defined on the jump set S{u of the gradient
of u. We prove the following statement
Theorem 3. Let u # BH(0) and f : R [ R be a Lipschitz function whose
second derivative f " is a bounded measure on R. For every Borel set B/0
we have
D2 ( f b u)(B)=|
R
|
B & u
*
&1(t)
|{u|
*
!u !u dHN&1 df "(t)
+|
B
f4
*
(u
*
(x)) dD2 u(x), (0.20)
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where
!u (x) :={s({u(x))n{u (x)
if x  S{u ,
if x # S{u .
(0.21)
Let us make a few comments about this formula.
v For the function f (and in general for a BH-function of one
variable) f4
*
:=( f4 )
*
coincides at every point with the mean ( f4 (t+)+
f4 (t&))2 of the left and right derivatives
f4 (t+) := lim
h  0+
f (t+h)& f (t)
h
, f4 (t&) := lim
h  0+
f (t)& f (t&h)
h
,
which exist everywhere. f4
*
is then a bounded and everywhere defined Borel
function.
v Since u # BH(0), D2u vanishes on the HN&1-negligible sets and the
approximate limit u~ exists at HN&1-a.e. point and coincides with u
*
; thus,
we can also use u~ instead of u
*
in (0.20). Moreover, when the dimension
N is 1 or 2 then (see [13] and [21])
BH(0)/C0 (0 ), with continuous imbedding, (0.22)
if the usual identification of u with its continuous representative is assumed.
In these cases we have u
*
#u~ #u.
v Since {u # BV(0; RN), its jump set S{u can be defined com-
ponentwise, starting from (0.11). It is a (HN&1, N&1) rectifiable set and
a (unique up to the sign) geometric measure theory unit normal vector n{u
can be defined at HN&1-a.e. point of S{u .
v The mapping 0 % x [ |{u(x)| is of bounded variation so that |{u|
*
is finite HN&1-a.e.; in order to make it more explicit, we have to take
account of the points of S{u . We know that for HN&1-a.e. point of S{u it
is possible to define two traces {+u :=({u)+ , {&u :=({u)& , related to
the choice of the sign of n{u . It is easy to see that S |{u| /S{u and
|{u|
*
(x)={ |{u(x)|( |{+u(x)|+|{&u(x)| )2
if x  S{u ,
if x # S{u .
v Even if the sign of !u (x) on S{u depends on the choice of n{u , the
tensor product !u (x)!u (x) is uniquely determined at HN&1-a.e. x. When
!u (x){0, !u (x)!u (x) is the orthogonal projection onto the one-dimen-
sional subspace containing {u(x) (if x  S{u) or {+u, {&u, and n{u (if
x # S{u). In fact, by a general result of [1], it is possible to see that, for
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HN&1-a.e. point of S{u , the three vectors {+u, {&u, n{u have the same
direction.
v Finally, we shall see that, for every Borel set B, the mapping
t [ |
B & u
*
&1(t)
|{u(x)|
*
!u (x)!u (x) dHN&1 (x) (0.23)
is well defined, uniformly bounded by &{u&BV(0; RN) and +-measurable for
every bounded measure + on R, in particular for f ". Other technical
properties of (0.23) will be collected in the last two sections.
Let us focus now some interesting consequences of (0.20). First of all, we
consider the one-dimensional case of an open interval 0 :=(a, b) of R.
Since (the continuous representative of) u is a Lipschitz continuous func-
tion, we have u
*
#u,
u*
*
(x)= 12 (u* (x+)+u* (x&)),
|u* |
*
(x)= 12 ( |u* (x+)|+|u* (x&)| ), \x # (a, b),
and an analogous formula holds for f4
*
. Since HN&1=H0 is the counting
measure, and !u !u is 1 when |u* |* {0, (0.20) becomes
( f b u)" (B)=|
R
:
u(x)=t
x # B
|u* (x+)|+|u* (x&)|
2
df "(t)
+|
B
f4
*
(u(x)) du"(x) (0.24)
and we can split it according to the three component of D2
{2 :={{, J 2 :=J{, C2 :=C{.
By mean of the simplified 1&D notation (0.18), we get the following state-
ment, whose proof will follow from Lemma 3.8.
Theorem 4. Let u be a BH-function of the interval (a, b)/R and f be
as in Theorem 3. Then ( f b u)" admits the decomposition ( f b u)  L1+
J2 ( f b u)+C2 ( f b u) with
( f b u)  = f (u) |u* |2+ f4 (u) u , (0.25)
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and, for every Borel set B/(a, b),
J2 ( f b u)(B)= :
t # Sf $
:
u(x)=t
x # B
|u* (x+)|+|u* (x&)|
2
( f4 (t+)& f4 (t&))
+ :
x # B & Su
f4 (u(x)+)+ f4 (u(x)&)
2
(u* (x+)&u* (x&)), (0.26)
C2 ( f b u)(B)=|
R
:
u(x)=t
x # B
|u* |
*
(x) dC 2f (t)+|
B
f4
*
(u(x)) dC 2u(x). (0.27)
0.3 Remark. In the multidimensional case 0/RN, N>1, we have an
analogous representation (see Lemma 4.3 and its Corollary 4.4), with (0.17)
instead of (0.25), and (0.26) replaced by
J2 ( f b u)(B)= :
t # Sf $
|
B & u
*
&1(t)
|{u|
*
!u !u dHN&1 ( f4 (t+)& f4 (t&))
+|
B & S{u
f4
*
(u)({+u&{&u)n{u dHN&1. (0.28)
In particular this formula shows that
S{( f b u) /S{u _ [x: u*(x) # Sf $ and |{u|* (x){0]. (0.29)
Let us recall the definition of the space of real valued function with
‘‘special bounded Hessian’’ (see [8] and also [2] for the strictly related
SBV-space)
SBH(0) :=[v # BH(0): C2v#0]. (0.30)
A simple application of the previous formulae gives the following statement
Corollary. If u # SBH(0) and f is as in Theorem 3 with C2f#0, then
f b u # SBH(0). If u # W2, 1 (0) and f " # L1 (R), then f b u # W 2, 1 (0) (this
property was already proved in [5]) and its second derivative is completely
characterized by (0.17).
Remark. Denoting by D2ij the usual distributional partial derivatives
and by !i the components of !u , we easily have:
D2ij ( f b u)(B)=|
R
|
B & u
*
&1(t)
|{u|
*
!i!j dHN&1 df "(t)
+|
B
f $
*
(u
*
(x)) dD2iju(x), (0.31)
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and the interesting expression for the Laplacian
2( f b u)(B)=|
R
|
B & u
*
&1(t)
|{u|
*
dHN&1 df "(t)
+|
B
f4
*
(u
*
(x)) d2u(x). (0.32)
Our arguments are essentially based on two underlying ideas: the first
one is the relationship between convex and BH-functions. It is well known
(see [15], Th. 2 of sect. 6.3) that the Hessian of the difference of two
convex function is a Radon measure on the intersection of their domains.
We already noticed that, in dimension 1, also the converse is true, i.e.
BH(a, b)=‘‘functions which are difference of
convex Lipschitz functions on (a, b)’’;
this property is deeply used in the proof of the chain rule even in higher
dimensions by studying traces of second derivatives along 1 dimensional
fibers.
The second basic fact, which also justifies this slicing method, consists in
a geometric measure analogue of Dini’s Theorem, stating the (HN&1,
N&1)-rectifiability of every non critical level set of a BH(0)-function u.
This is another analogy with the properties of convex functions, whose
level sets satisfy the thesis of the next Theorem 5, too. Since this property
is interesting itself, we conclude this section by stating it precisely.
Theorem 5. For a function u # BH(0) and a real number t # R, let us set
Lu (t) :=[x # 0: u*(x)=t, |{u|* (x)>0]; (0.33)
then Lu (t) is countably (HN&1, N&1)-rectifiable and !u(x) is an
approximate unit normal to Lu (t) at HN&1-a.e. point x.
0.5 Remark. Theorem 5 entails that the intersections of Lu (t) with a
generic Borel set B/0 are (HN&1, N&1) countably rectifiable for any
t # R; actually, the first internal integration in (0.20), (0.31), and (0.32) is
performed on such sets.
Theorem 5 may turn useful in the proof of the first step of the regularity
of free boundary and free gradient discontinuity problems.
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Moreover, the property stated in Theorem 5 is a clue that BH can be a
suitable functional frame to study evolutions of partitions driven by signed
distance (see [11] and [12]): e.g., if E/0 and
$(x) :=d(x, E)&d(x, 0"E), \x # 0, (0.34)
then
d( } , E), d( } , 0"E) # BH(0),
/E # BV(0),
$ # BH(0) {E=L$ (0) is (HN&1, N&1) rectifiable, (0.35)HN&1 (E)=P(E; 0)<+,
HN&1 (E"
*
E)=0,
where P(E; 0) is the perimeter of E in 0 ([26], 5.4.1) and E, 
*
E are the
boundary and the measure theoretic boundary of E in 0 respectively
([26], 5.8.4, [15], 5.8).
The plane of the paper is the following: in the next section we collect the
definitions and notation we shall use; the proof of Theorems 1 and 2, which
only require the knowledge of the basic facts about the function of boun-
ded variation, is given in Section 2. Then we shall show the validity of the
chain rule formula in the one dimensional case (Theorem 4) and in the last
section we conclude the proof of Theorem 3 in the multidimensional
framework, by establishing the regularity result of Theorem 5.
1. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION, AND BASIC PROPERTIES
1. Preliminary Notation
From now on we fix a Lipschitz open set 0/RN, assuming, for the sake
of simplicity, that it is also bounded, even if we could avoid this hypothesis
by some minor technicalities. For a given set U/RN we denote by Hk (U)
its k-dimensional Hausdorff measure and by |U| or LN(U) its Lebesgue
measure. B\ (x) is the open ball of radius \ centered at x, SN&1 is the set
of the unit vectors of RN. For every ’ # SN&1, we call ?’ the hyperplane
orthogonal to ’, and by H ’\(x) the two corresponding half-spaces trans-
lated by the vector x # RN:
H ’+(x) :=[ y # R
N: ( y&x, ’) 0],
(1.1)
H ’&(x) :=[ y # R
N: ( y&x, ’) 0].
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We call B(0) the _-algebra of the Borel subset of 0. MN, M is the vector
space of the N_M matrices, endowed with the standard euclidean norm.
e1 , ..., eN is the canonical basis of R
N.
2. Vector Measures and Total Variation
Let Y be a finite dimensional vector space. An Y-valued Borel measure
is a countably additive map +: B(0)  Y; for every Borel set B/0 we
define the (total) variation measure of +
|+| (B) :=sup { :

i=1
&+(Bi)&Y : B= .

i=1
Bi ,
Bi # B(0), Bi mutually disjoint.= .
It is possible to see that |+| is a Radon measure on 0 ([15], p. 5) with
|+| (0)<+; we denote by M(0; Y) the Banach space of the Borel
measures on 0 with values in Y, normed by their total variation in 0;
when Y=R we simply write M(0).
A subset E of 0 is +-negligible, iff infB # B(0), B#E |+| (B)=0; we recall
that a set E is +-measurable if there exist an F_ -set A/E and a G$ -set
B#E such that B"A is +-negligible ([19], 2.17(c)), whereas a function
: 0 [ R is +-measurable if there exists a Borel function ,: 0 [ R which
coincides with  for |+|-a.e. point of 0 ([19], 7.12, Lemma 1).
When we are dealing with square matrices (i.e. Y :=MN, N), it is useful
to introduce an equivalent norm on M(0; MN, N) which takes account of
the natural splitting of + in symmetric and antisymmetric components. We
associate to + the real (signed) measures +’_ defined as
+’_ (B) :=(+(B) _, ’) , \B # B(0), \’, _ # SN&1,
and we introduce the family E(RN)/SN&1 of the N(N+1)2 unit vectors
eii :=ei , eij :=
1
- 2
(ei+e j), if i{ j;
E(RN) :=[e ij] i, j=1, ..., N ; (1.2)
we define
&+&M(0; MN, N) := :
N
i, j=1
( |+eij eij | (0)+
1
2 |+ei ej&+ejei | (0)). (1.3)
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When + is also symmetric, only the terms of the type |+eij eij | (0) give a
contribution to (1.3).
3. Riesz Representation Theorem.
M(0) can be identified with the dual space of C 00(0) by the Riesz
representation Theorem ([15], 1.8, [19], 6.19): for every bounded linear
functional l: C 00(0)  R there exists a unique measure +
l # M(0) such that
l(,)=|
0
, d+l, \, # C 00(0). (1.4)
The total variation |+l| (U), U open subset of 0, can be recovered by
|+l| (U)=sup [l(,): , # C 00(U), |,(x)|1, \x # 0]
and consequently the mapping l [ +l is a linear isometry, since
&l&(C00(0))$=|+| (0)=&+&M(0) . (1.5)
This result can be componentwise extended to the Y-valued case; in par-
ticular, when Y :=MN, N we can associate to every linear continuous
operator l: C 00(0) [ M
N, N the MN, N-valued measure +l such that
(+l)’_ =+l’_, l’_ (,) :=( l(,) _, ’) , \’, _ # RN.
If +l is symmetric, we can completely determine it by the knowledge of l’’ ,
\’ # E(RN).
4. Approximate Limits
For any Borel function v: 0  X, where X is a (separable) Banach space,
the approximate limit of v( y) as y goes to x, is characterized by
v~ (x)= ap lim
y  x
v( y)
 lim
\  0+
|[z # B\ (x): &v(z)&v~ (x)&X>=]|
\N
=0, \=>0. (1.6)
We know ([16], 2.9.13) that v coincides with v~ at LN-a.e. point and, if v
is also locally integrable in 0, it holds ([16], 2.9.9)
lim
\  0+
|
B\(x)
&v( y)&v~ (x)&X dy=0, for LN-a.e. x # 0. (1.7)
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When X=R, v=v, this notion can also be expressed by the approxi-
mate upper and lower limits: they are Borel functions denoted by v+ ,
v* : 0 [ [&, +] and defined for any x # 0 as
v+ (x) :=inf [t # [&, +]: lim
\  0+
\&N |[ y # B\ (x): v( y)>t]|=0]
and
v* (x) :=sup [t # [&, +]: lim
\  0+
\&N |[ y # B\ (x): v( y)<t]|=0].
Outside the jump set
Sv :=[x # 0: v* (x)<v+ (x)], (1.8)
the common value of v+ (x) and v* (x) coincides with v~ (x), when it is finite.
We already stressed the importance for our aims of the precise repre-
sentative v
*
: 0 [ R
v
*
(x) :={
v+ (x)+v* (x)
2
if &<v* (x) and v+ (x)<+;
0 otherwise.
When X=RM, we can consider the components of v, vj :=(v, ej) ,
j=1, ..., M, and we define
Sv := .
M
j=1
Svj . (1.9)
5. Approximate Differentiability
Let v: 0 [ RM be a Borel function, x # 0"Sv such that _v~ (x) # RM; we
say that v is approximate differentiable at x if there exists a matrix
{v(x) # MM, N such that
ap lim
y  x
|v( y)&v~ (x)&{v(x) } ( y&x)|
| y&x|
=0.
For a unit vector ’ # SN&1 we set {’v :={v } ’; when M=1, v=v we iden-
tify {v with the gradient vector in RN.
6. Functions of Bounded Variation
The space of the RM-valued functions of bounded variation is defined by
BV(0; RM) :=[v # L1 (0; RM): Dv # M(0; MM, N)], (1.10)
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where Dv is the matrix of the distributional derivatives of v:
( (Dv)ei ej , ,) :=&|
0
vi (x)
,
x j
dx, \, # C 10(0). (1.11)
We list here some basic properties of a function v in this class.
BV1. For HN&1-a.e. point x # 0"Sv there exists v~ (x) # RM, satisfying
also (1.7) ([26], 5.9.6);
BV2. Sv is countably (HN&1, N&1)-rectifiable ([26], 5.9.6);
BV3. {v exists a.e. in 0 and it coincides with the density of Dv in the
Lebesgue decomposition (0.10) ([16], 4.5.9(26));
BV4. for HN&1 almost every x # Sv there exist n :=nv (x) # SN&1,
v+ (x), v& (x) # RM (outer and inner trace, respectively, of v at x in the
direction n) such that ([26], 5.14.3) x [ nv (x) is HN&1-measurable and
lim
r  0+
|
Br(x) & H
n
+(x)
|v( y)&v+ (x)| dy=0,
lim
r  0+
|
Br(x) & H
n
&(x)
|v( y)&v& (x)| dy=0.
Moreover for HN&1-a.e. x # Sv and j=1, ..., M, we have
{(v j)* (x)(v j)+ (x)
=min[(v& (x), ej) , (v+ (x), ej)],
=max[(v& (x), ej) , (v+ (x), ej)].
BV5. The ‘‘jump measure’’ Jv :=DvwSv can be expressed by
Jv=(v+&v&)nv } HN&1 w Sv (1.12)
and it satisfies (0.13); defining the Cantor part Cv as in (0.14), we have
HN&1 (B)=0 O |Cv|(B)=0. (1.13)
BV6. v admits a trace on 0; more precisely, there exists a bounded
linear operator
T: BV(0; RM)  L1 (0; RM),
such that (see [26], 5.10.7, 5.14.4)
lim
r  0+
|
Br(x) & 0
|v( y)&(Tv)(x)| dy=0 for HN&1-a.e. x # 0. (1.14)
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The trivial extension v0 of v belongs to BV(RN; RM) and ([26], 5.10.5)
Tv=2(v0)
*
HN&1-a.e. on 0. (1.15)
When no misunderstanding is possible, we write v |0 or even v instead of
Tv. When N=M we choose as norm in BV(0; RN) the quantity:
&v&BV(0; RN) :=&Dv&M(0; MN, N)+ :
N
i, j=1
|
0
|(v, e ij) | dHN&1. (1.16)
7. Bounded Hessian Functions
We define
BH(0; RM) :=[u # W1, 1 (0; RM): Duk # M(0; RN), k=1, ..., M],
BH(0) :=BH(0; R). If u # BH(0), we notice that the antisymmetric
components of D2u vanish so that
&Du&BV(0; RN) =&D2u&M(0; MN, N)
= :
N
i, j=1 \ |D
2
eij eij
u| (0)+|
0
|{eij u| dH
N&1+ ,
where we identify the derivative Du (which is absolutely continuous with
respect to LN) with the approximate differential {u (which exists at
HN&1-a.e. point of 0.) Correspondingly we set
{2u :={({u), J2 (u) :=J({u), C 2 (u) :=C({u),
and we can apply the properties detailed in the previous points BV15 to
this framework.
1.1. Proposition. Let u be a BH(0)-function; then for HN&1-a.e. x # 0
_u~ (x)=u
*
(x)=u* (x)=u+ (x),
lim
r  0+
|
Br (x)
|u( y)&u
*
(x)| dy=0. (1.17)
Moreover, for every unit vector ’ # SN&1 and for HN&1-a.e. x # 0"S{u ,
{
({’ u)* (x)=({’u)+ (x)= ap lim
y  x
{’u( y)=({u(x), ’) ,
lim
r  0+
|
Br (x)
|{u( y)&{u(x)| dy=0. (1.18)
|
Br (x)
|u( y)&u
*
(x)&({u(x), y&x) | dy=o(r),
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and, by setting {\ u(x) :=({u)\ (x), n :=n{u (x), for HN&1-a.e. x # S{u
(see BV4), we have
{
({’ u)* (x)=min[({+ u(x), ’(x)); ({&u(x), ’(x))],
(1.19)
({’u)+ (x)=max[({+ u(x), ’(x)); ({&u(x), ’(x))],
lim
r  0+
|
Br (x) & H
n
\(x)
|{u( y)&{\u(x)| dy=0,
|
Br (x) & H
n
\(x)
|u( y)&u
*
(x)&({\ u(x), y&x) | dy=o(r).
Proof. The property (1.17) follows by the Sobolev inclusion of BH(0)
into W1, 1* (0) (1* :=N(N&1)), by the fine properties of this kind of func-
tions ([15], 4.8), and by the relationships between the Hausdorff measures
and the p-capacities ([15], 4.7.2; p=1* in this case).
The property previous labelled BV1 applied to {u # BV(0; RN) entails
the first two equations of (1.18); analogously BV4 gives the first three
formulae of (1.19).
Finally, applying the same proof of [15], 6.1.1, we find the other two
relations.3 K
8. Functions of One Variable
When 0 is a bounded open interval I :=(a, b)/R, many properties
and definitions become easier or can be expressed in a different way.
First of all, we observe that for every function v # BV(I; RM) we have
(see [7], Lemma A.1 and A.5)
|Dv| (I)= sup
0<h<b&a
1
h |
b&h
a
|v(x+h)&v(x)| dx
= lim
h  0
1
h |
b&h
a
|v(x+h)&v(x)| dx (1.20)
and the integral terms of (1.20) are equivalent characterizations of the
essential variation of the function v (see [17], 1.30). We take them as a
definition and, when X is a Banach space and v # L1 (a, b; X), we set
ess-V ba(v)=ess-VI (v) := sup
0<h<b&a
1
h |
b&h
a
&v(x+h)&v(x)&X dx
= lim
h  0+
1
h |
b&h
a
&v(x+h)&v(x)&X dx. (1.21)
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3 Observe that they holds except for a HN&1-negligible set, whereas the analogous state-
ment for BV-functions of [15] holds for only LN-a.e.
If 0 is not an interval, we call 4(0) the collection of its connected
components, and we set
ess-V0 (v) := :
I # 4(0)
ess-VI (v),
recalling that 4(0) is at most countable, and it is finite if 0 is Lipschitz
and bounded.
Correspondingly we call
BV(0; X) :=[v # L (0; X): ess-V0 (v)<+]
and
BH(0; X) :=[v # W1,  (0; X): v* =v$ # BV(0; X)].
These definitions coincide with the previous ones, when 0 is bounded and
X is an Euclidean space RM, and they are a little bit more general when
(a, b) is not bounded.
If v is of bounded variation, there exist the limits
v(x+) := lim
h  0+
|
x+h
x
v({) d{, \x # [a, b[,
{v(x&) := limh  0+ | xx&h v({) d{, \x # ]a, b].
We have easily
Sv =[x # (a, b): v(x+){v(x&)],
v(x\)=v\ (x), if we choose nv =1
Accordingly with (1.16), we set
&v&BV(a, b; X) :=ess-V ba(v)+&v(a+)&X+&v(b&)&X ,
(1.22)
&v&BV(0; X) := :
I # 4(0)
&v&BV(I; X)
and we obviously extend this definition to the case of an unbounded inter-
val. It is easy to see that every function v # BH(a, b; X) admits a continuous
representative which is left and right differentiable at every point of 0.
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9. Change of Variables Formula
If u, g: (a, b)/R  R with u Lipschitz and g positive and measurable,
then ([16], 3.4.3)
|
b
a
g(x) |u* (x)| dx=|
R
:
u(x)=t
x # (a, b)
g(x) dt. (1.23)
10. ‘‘Fubinization’’ of a Measure
Given a unitary vector ’ # SN&1, we associate to a generic point x # 0
the couple ( y, z) # ?’_R such that
x= y+z’,
and to every x-depending function u the family of real function u’y : z [
uy (z)=u( y+z’) depending on the parameter y.
In order to make precise our notation, for a function u: 0/RN  R, and
a Borel set E/0 we set
{E
’
y =[z # R: y+z’ # E],
u’y : z # 0
’
y [ u(x+z’),
for y # ?’, ?’0=[ y # ?
’: 0’y {<],
for y # ?’0 ,
possibly suppressing the letters ’,0 when no misunderstanding occurs. The
following results (see [3]) allows us to reconstruct a measure + on 0 from
its ‘‘sections’’ +y along the fibers 0y .
1.2. Theorem. Let us fix a unit vector ’ # SN&1 and assume that for
HN&1-a.e. y # ?’0 we are given a Borel measure +y on 0
’
y . Then we can
define a new measure
+ :=|
?’0
+y dHN&1 (1.24)
which satisfies for every Borel function ,: 0 [ R,
|
0
,(x) d \|?’0 +y dH
N&1+ (x)=|?’0 \|0y ,y (z) d+y (z)+ dH
N&1 ( y), (1.25)
if and only if the following two conditions hold.
(FU1) y [ +y (Ey) is an HN&1-measurable function, \E # B(0),
(FU2) |
?’0
|+y | (0y) dHN&1 ( y)<+.
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Moreover we can express the total variation of (1.24) in the same form
} |?’0 +y dH
N&1 }=|?’0 |+y | dH
N&1. (1.26)
11. Fibers of BH-functions
The one-dimensional fibers of BH-functions satisfy good properties as in
the case of SBH ([9], Thm. 3) and we can adapt to the BH-setting the
deep slicing result of [2], [3] for BV (see [9] for a similar extension). We
have:
1.3 Theorem. Let u # BH(0) and ’ a unitary vector of SN&1. For
HN&1-a.e y # ?’0 we have
(u
*
)y # BH(0y) & C0 (0 y). (1.27)
Hence, for HN&1-a.e. y # ?’0 , by setting
u* y :=the distributional derivative of the function z [ uy (z)=u( y+z’),
we have
u* y (z\) := lim
s  z\
u
*
( y+s’)&u
*
(x+z’)
s&z
,
{[({’u)+]y (z)=max[u* y (z+), u* y (z&)][({’u)*]y (z)=min[u* y (z+), u* y (z&)], (1.28)
(S{’u)y=S(u* y) , (1.29)
(0y)=(0)y , (T({’u))y=Tu* y ,
and
|
0
|{’ u(x)| |(’(x), &(x)) | dHN&1 (x)=|
?’0
:
z # 0y
|u* y (z)| dHN&1 ( y),
(1.30)
where & is the exterior unit normal of 0. Moreover if D is one of the
operators D, {, C, J, and we define
D2’’ u :=(D
2u } ’, ’)
we have
D2’’ u=|
?’0
D2uy dHN&1=|
?’0
Du* y dHN&1. (1.31)
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Proof. Let us set v :={’ u # BV(0) which obviously satisfies
(Dv, ’) =D2’’ u, D # [D, {, J, C].
If we apply the Theorem 3.2 of [3], we have for HN&1-a.e. y # ?’0
(Dv, ’)=|
?’0
Dvy dHN&1, (Sv)y=Svy , (1.32)
and, for every z # 0y ,
(v+)y (z)=max[vy(z+), vy(z&)],
(1.33)
(v*)y (z)=min[vy(z+), vy(z&)].
Formulae (1.27), ..., (1.31) follow4 if we show that for HN&1-a.e. y # ?’0
vy(z\)=u* y(z\), \z # 0y (1.34)
Again, we can apply Theorem 3.2 of [3] to u itself; since HN&1(Su)=0 we
deduce that (Su)y is empty for HN&1-a.e. y # ?’0 and
(u
*
)y (z)=(u*)y (z)=(u+)y (z)=uy(z\), \z # 0y
i.e. (u
*
)y (z) is the continuous representative of uy . The same Theorem
implies vy(z)=u* y(z) for H1-a.e. z # 0y . K
Finally we show that the BH(0)-regularity can be recovered by the
slicing procedure
1.4. Theorem. Let u be a function of W 1, 1(0; RM) such that for every
unitary vector ’ # E(RN) (see (1.2))
|
?’0
ess-V0y’(u*
’
y ) dH
N&1( y)=|
?’0
|Du* ’y | (0
’
y ) dH
N&1( y)<+.
Then u # BH(0) and
&Du&BV(0, RN )
= :
’ # E(RN ) \|?’0 ess-V0y’(u*
’
y ) dH
N&1( y)+|
0
|{’u| dHN&1+ . (1.35)
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4 Observe that the trace property (1.30) can be rewritten through the jump set of the trivial
extension ({u)0 of {u: see BV6.
Proof. By (1.16), and the definition of the total variation of a measure,
we have to bound the integrals
|
0
u(x) {2’’ ,(x) dx=&|
0
{’u(x) {’,(x) dx
in terms of the L(0)-norm of a generic C2(0) function , with compact
support. We can adapt the same argument of [21] for 0=RN. K
2. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2
We first consider the case of a function of one variable u defined on a
bounded open interval 0=I=(a, b)/R with values in a Banach space X,
which is the domain of a convex Lipschitz real function f.
We begin with a simple lemma:
2.1. Lemma. For every function w # BV(a, b; X ) we have
|
b&h
a
&w(x)&wh(x)&X dx
|
b&h
a
&w(x+h)&wh(x)&X dx=h2 ess-V ba(w), wh(x) :=| x+hx w({) d{.(2.1)
Proof. We limit to check the first estimate; the other one follows by
similar calculations.
|
b&h
a
&w(x)&wh(x)&X dx
=|
b&h
a "|
h
0
(w(x)&w(x+{)) d{"X dx
|
b&h
a
|
h
0
&(w(x)&w(x+{))&X d{ dx
=|
h
0
|
b&h
a
&w(x+{)&w(x)&X dx d{
|
h
0
ess-V ba(w) { d{
h
2
ess-V ba(w) K
Recalling (1.22), we prove
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2.2. Theorem. Let u # BH(I; X) and f: X  R be a convex function with
Lipschitz constant L. The mapping x # I [ v(x) :=f (u(x)) belongs to
BH(I; R), and we have the estimate:
&( f b u)$&BV(I; R)2L &u$&BV(I; X) .
Proof. The function v(x) is Lipschitz; denoting by X$ the dual space of
X, there exists a weakly*-measurable and essentially bounded map
%: I [ X$ such that
v* (x)=(%(x), u* (x)) , %(x) # f (u(x)), &%(x)&X$L for a.e. x # I,
(2.2)
where f: X [ 2X$ denotes the subdifferential of f (see e.g. [7, 14]).
Let us denote by u* h the difference quotient
u* h(x) :=
u(x+h)&u(x)
h
=|
x+h
x
u* ({) d{,
and let us now evaluate the essential variation of v* (x)=(%(x), u* (x)):
|
b&h
a
|(%(x+h), u* (x+h))&(%(x), u* (x)) | dx
=|
b&h
a
|(%(x+h)&%(x), u* h(x))+(%(x+h), u* (x+h)&u* h(x))
&(%(x), u* (x)&u* h(x)) | dx
|
b&h
a
(%(x+h)&%(x), u* h(x)) dx
+|
b&h
a
|(%(x+h), u* (x+h)&u* h(x)) | dx
+|
b&h
a
|(%(x), u* (x)&u* h(x)) | dx (2.3)
since
(%(x+h)&%(x), u* h(x))
=
1
h
(%(x+h)&%(x), u(x+h)&u(x))0,
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by the monotonicity property of the subdifferential of f. We write the first
integral of the last term into the form
|
b&h
a
(%(x+h)&%(x), u* h(x)) dx
=|
b&h
a
(%(x+h), u* h(x)&u* (x+h)) dx
&|
b&h
a
(%(x), u* h(x)&u* (x)) dx
+|
b
b&h
(%(x), u* (x)) dx&|
a+h
a
(%(x), u* (x)) dx,
so that the last term of (2.3) becomes
2 |
b&h
a
(%(x+h), u* h(x)&u* (x+h))+ dx
+2 |
b&h
a
(%(x), u* h(x)&u* (x)) & dx
+|
b
b&h
(%(x), u* (x)) dx&|
a+h
a
(%(x), u* (x)) dx.
Since &%(x)&X$L, a.e. in I, we obtain
2 |
b&h
a
(%(x+h), u* h(x)&u* (x+h)) + dx
2L |
b&h
a
&u* h(x)&u* (x+h)&X dx,
|
a+h
a
(%(x), u* (x)) dx
Lh |
a+h
a
&u* (x)&X dx,
with the analogous estimates for the other two integrals. Dividing by h and
passing to the limit as h  0 we get by (2.1)
ess-V ba(v* )L[2 ess-V
b
a(u* )+&u* (b&)&X+&u* (a+)&X] K
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2.3. Remark. When 0 is the union of disjoint intervals I # 4, with
I & J =<, \I, J # 4 (2.4)
we obviously have
ess-V0(( f b u)$)2L ess-V0(u* )+L :
x # 0
&u* (x)&X (2.5)
2.4. Corollary. Let u be a function of BH(0; RM), 0/RN, and
f: RM [ R be convex with Lipschitz constant L. Then f b u # BH(0) and for
every unitary vector ’ # SN&1
|D2’’ ( f b u)| (0)
2L |D2’’ u| (0)+L |
0
|{’ u| |(’, &) | dHN&1, (2.6)
where & is the unit exterior normal to 0.
Proof. Since v :=f b u belongs to W1, 1(0), by applying the characteriza-
tion of Theorem 1.4, we have to bound
ess-V0y’(v* y), for H
N&1-a.e. y # ?’0 ,
’ being a generic unit vector of SN&1.
Since 0 is Lipschitz, for HN&1-a.e. y # ?’0 , 0
’
y is a finite union of disjoint
intervals I # 4’y satisfying the analogous of (2.4). Since v
’
y = f b u
’
y , we
apply (2.5), obtaining for HN&1-a.e. y # ?’0
ess-V0y’(v* y)2L ess-V0y’(u*
’
y )+L :
z # 0y
’
|u* ’y(z)|
Integrating with respect to y # ?’0 and taking account of (1.31), (1.26), and
(1.30), we get (2.6). We conclude by (1.35). K
Theorem 2 follows by a representation results for BH(R)-functions,
which will turn useful in the next sections; a simple consequence will be the
decomposition of such functions into the difference of two convex ones.
For a given Borel measure + on R with |+| (R)<+ we set (see [20])
I2[+](x)= 12 |
R
pt (x) d+(t), pt (x)=|x&t|&|t|. (2.7)
This operator allows us to reconstruct a function from its second
derivative:
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2.5. Lemma. If f: R  R is a locally integrable function with f " # M (R),
then f is Lipschitz and there exist a, b # R such that
f (0)=a, 12[ f4 (+)+ f4 (&)]=b, and
f (x)=a+bx+I2[ f "](x). (2.8)
2.6. Remark. Let f "=( f ")+&( f ")& be the usual Hahn decomposition
of f ", ( f ")\ being positive finite Borel measures on R. We obtain corre-
spondingly
f =fconv& fconc+a+bx (2.9)
where a, b are given by the previous theorem and fconv , fconc are the convex
functions
fconv(x)=I2[( f ")+](x), fconc(x)=I2[( f ")&](x),
with
fconv(0)=fconc(0)=0,
f4 conv(+)+ f4 conv(&)=f4 conc(+)+ f4 conc(&)=0.
Proof of the lemma. Let g(x)=I2[ f "](x) and , a smooth test function;
we have
&2 |
R
g(x) ,$(x) dx
=&|
R
,$(x) {|R pt (x) df "(t)= dx
=&|
R {|R ,$(x) pt (x) dx= df "(t)
=|
R {|R ,(x) sign(x&t) dx= df "(t)
=|
R
,(x) {|R sign(x&t) df "(t)= dx
=|
R
,(x)[ f $(x&)& f $(&)+ f $(x+)& f $(+)] dx,
so that g$= f $&b in the sense of distribution. Since g(0)=0, we con-
clude. K
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Proof of Theorem 2. We apply the decomposition of Remark 2.6 and
we observe that the Lipschitz constants of fconv and fconc are respectively
Lconv= 12 |
R
d( f ")+, Lconc= 12 |
R
d( f ")&,
since
f4 conv(+)=&f4 conv(&), f4 conc(+)=&f4 conc(&).
Observing that
& f4 &BV(R) =|
R
d( f ")+|
R
d( f ")&+| f4 (+)|+| f4 (&)|
2Lconv+2Lconc+2 |b|,
we conclude by applying Corollary 2.4. K
3. THE CHAIN RULE IN THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE
In this section we identify every function u of BH(I; R) with its con-
tinuous representative; hence u is Lipschitz and, recalling the properties
detailed in the first section, we set
u* (x+)= lim
y  x+
u( y)&u(x)
y&x
, u* (x&)= lim
y  x&
u( y)&u(x)
y&x
(3.1)
with
u*
*
(x)=(u* )
*
(x)
=
u* (x+)+u* (x&)
2
, t # Su*  u* (x&){u* (x+).
In particular, the jump set of the derivative of a BH-function can be deter-
mined by the knowledge of the pointwise right and left derivatives (3.1).
We have:
3.1. Lemma. Let u be in BH(I) and let us set
v(x) :=pt (u(x))=|u(x)&t|&|t|, for a fixed t # R;
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then v # BH(I) and v" admits the following decomposition:
v =sign(u&t) u , (3.2)
C 2v=sign(u&t) C2u; J 2v=sign(u&t) J2u+2 |u* |
*
H0 w [x: u(x)=t]
(3.3)
Hence, by Theorem 2.2, the map
t [ :
u(x)=t
x # I
|u* |
*
(x)= 12J
2v(u&1[t])
is pointwise bounded by &u* &BV(I) .
Proof. It is not too restrictive to consider the case t=0. First we note
that the continuity of u allows a precise definition of the open sets
[x: u(x)>0], [x: u(x)<0] and of the closed one [x: u(x)=0]; sign(u) is
then a Borel function. We know that v is also Lipschitz and
{v=uv=&u
on [x: u(x)>0],
on [x: u(x)<0],
so that it remains to characterize Dv* w [x: u(x)=0].
It is clear that if u(x)=0 then
u* (x+)>0 O v* (x+)=u* (x+)
since v( y)=u( y) in a right neighborhood of x,
u* (x+)<0 O v* (x+)=&u* (x+)
since v( y)=&u( y) in a right neighborhood of x
u* (x+)=0 O v* (x+)=0
since lim
y  x+ }
v( y)
y&x }= limy  x+ }
u( y)
y&x }=0,
and consequently v* (x+)=|u* (x+)|; analogously, we have v* (x&)=&|u* (x&)|
so that the formula for J2v=Jv* is correct.
On the other hand,
[x: u(x)=0]/Sv* _ [x: v* (x)=0].
Sv* is surely negligible with respect to |v | and |C2v|; the same holds for
[x: v* (x)=0] by the Fleming-Rishel coarea formula (see e.g. [2], Prop. 3.1). K
In order to evaluate on test functions the measure associated to the
second derivative of a composition, we introduce the following definition.
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3.2. Definition. Let u be a fixed function of BH(I); for every
B # B(I) we set
N(B; t) :=H0(B & u&1[t])=H0[x # B: u(x)=t] (3.4)
and for every bounded Borel function ,: I [ R (everywhere defined) we
set
G (,; t) := :
u(x)=t
x # I
,(x) |u* (x)|
*
= 12 |
u(x)=t
x # I
, dJ2[ pt (u)] (3.5)
3.3. Remark. The function N(B; } ) is the multiplicity of u |B , which is
denoted by N(u |B , t) in [16], 2.10.9.
5 Since u is continuous, we recall that
N(B; } ) is a +-measurable function, whenever + is a Borel measure on R
([16], 2.10.10, 2.2.13) and the mapping
B # B(I) [ ‘(B) :=|
R
N(B; t) d+(t) (3.6)
is a Borel measure on I.
We list here some useful properties of G we shall use:
3.4. Proposition. For every bounded Borel function ,: I [ R, the func-
tion G (,; } ) is bounded by
sup
t # R
|G (,; t)|&u* &BV(I) } sup
x # I
|,(x)|, (3.7)
and it is +-measurable, whenever + is a Borel measure on R with
|+| (R)<+. Moreover, the mapping
B # B(I) [ +u(B ) :=|
R
G (/B ; t) d+(t)
=|
R
:
u(x)=t
x # B
|u* |
*
(x) d+(t) (3.8)
defines a finite Borel measure +u on I, which satisfies +u=|u* |* } ‘, ‘ givenby (3.6), and
|
I
,(x) d+u(x)=|
R
G (,; t) d+(t). (3.9)
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5 For the sake of simplicity, we suppressed the occurrence of u in our notation, since we will
take u fixed in the following arguments.
Proof. v (3.7) follows from the definition (3.5), Lemma 3.1, and
Theorem 2.2: denoting by v :=pt (u), we have
|G (,; t)| 12 |
x # I: u(x)=t
|,| dJ 2v
 12 sup
x # I
|,(x)| } |J2v| [x # I; u(x)=t].
Since
|J2v| [x # I: u(x)=t]|Jv* | (I)ess-VI (v* )&v* &BV(I) ,
we conclude recalling that
&v* &BV(I)2 &u* &BV(I) .
v The +-measurability of t [ G (,, t) follows by standard approxima-
tion procedures: first of all, we can assume , positive, since G (,+; t)&
G (,&; t), the superscripts \ denoting the positive and negative parts of the
relative functions. Then we invoke [16], 2.3.3, to write
,(x) |u* |
*
(x)= :

j=1
rj /Bj (x), \x # I, rj positive numbers, Bj # B(I).
(3.10)
Finally we split G (,; t) as
G (,; t)= :
u(x)=t
x # I
:

j=1
rj/Bj (x)
= :

j=1
rj :
u(x)=t
x # I
/Bj (x)= :

j=1
rjN(Bj ; t) (3.11)
and we can apply Remark 3.3.
v Also the property of +u follows from standard arguments. By the
Hahn decomposition, we can assume + positive; if we choose B # B(I) and
, :=/B in (3.10) and (3.11), by [16] 2.4.8 and (3.6) we obtain
+u(B )=|
R
G (/B ; t) d+(t)=|
R
:

j=1
rjN(Bj ; t) +(t)
= :

j=1
rj |
R
N(Bj ; t) d+(t)= :

j=1
r j‘(Bj)
=|
I
/B(x) |u* |* (x) d‘(x)=|B |u* |* (x) d‘(x) K
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When , is more regular, we can give further information on G (,; t): first
of all, we bound its essential variation.
3.5. Lemma. Let us suppose that , is also in C 10(I); then G (,; } )
belongs to BV(R) with
ess-VR (G (,; } ))ess-VI(,u* )&,&BV(a, b) } &u* &BV(a, b) . (3.12)
Proof. If  # C1(R), and 4 has compact support, an application of the
Change of Variables Formula (1.23) gives:
|
R
4 (t) G (,; t) dt=|
R
4 (t) { :x: u(x)=t ,(x) |u* (x)|* = dt
=|
I
4 (u(x)) |u* (x)| 2 ,(x) dx
=|
I
d
dx
[(u(x))] ,(x) u* (x) dx
=&|
I
(u(x)) dD[,u* ](x)
ess-VI (,u* ) } sup
t # R
|(t)|, (3.13)
since , vanishes at the boundary of I. K
G (,; } ) has another interesting property: it coincides with its precise
representative G
*
(,; } ), when , # C 10(I). In order to prove this remarkable
fact, we introduce a usual family of symmetric mollifiers with compact
support (see e.g. [17], 1.14) [\=]=>0 on R and we define
G=(,; t)=[G (,; } ) V \=](t)=|
R
\=(t&{) G (,; {) d{. (3.14)
The crucial step of our computations is given by the following
3.6. Theorem. Let us assume that u # BH(I) and , # C 10(I); then for
every t0 # R we have:
lim
=  0+
G=(,; t0)=G (,; t0). (3.15)
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Proof. It is not too restrictive to assume t0=0; we fix the primitive
function R=(t) of \= so that
R=(t)=|
t
0
\=({) d{
and we choose  :=R= in (3.13), obtaining
G=(,; 0)=|
R
\=(t) G (,; t) dt=&|
I
R=(u(x)) dD[,u* ](x)
Now we can pass to the limit, recalling that, by the symmetry of \= ,
R=(u(x))  12 sign(u(x)), for all x # I
and obtaining by the Dominated Convergence Theorem
lim
=  0
G=(,; 0)=&12 |
I
sign(u(x)) d[,u* ]$ (x).
We can substitute I in the previous integral by the union of the two open
sets
[x: u(x)>0] and [x: u(x)<0]
and we call 2+ , 2& the countable collections of their connected com-
ponents so that
&|
I
sign(u(x)) d[,u* ]$ (x)= :
J # 2&
D[,u* ](J)& :
J # 2+
D[,u* ](J) (3.16)
For each open interval J :=]:, ;[ # 2+ _ 2& we have
[,u* ]$ (J)=,(;) u* (;&)&,(:) u* (:+), u(:)=u(;)=0,
and
{J # 2+ O u* (;&)0,J # 2& O u* (;&)0,
u* (:+)0,
u* (:+)0,
so that
{J # 2+ O &[,u* ]$ (J)=,(;) |u* (;t)|+,(:) |u* (:+)|,J # 2& O [,u* ]$(J)=,(;) |u* (;&)|+,(:) |u* (:+)|.
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We call +2 the set of the right boundary points of the intervals in
2+ _ 2& and similarly &2; in this way (3.16) becomes
:
x # +2
,(x) |u* (x&)|+ :
x # &2
,(x) |u* (x+)|. (3.17)
Observe that
x # +2"&2 O u* (x+)=0, |u* (x&)|=2 |u* (x)|* ,
x # &2"+2 O u* (x&)=0, |u* (x+)|=2 |u* (x)|* ,
so that (3.17) can be splitted into
:
x # +2 & &2
,(x)[ |u* (x&)|+|u* (x+)|]+ :
x # (+2) 2(&2)
2,(x) |u* (x)|
*
=2 :
x # +2 _ &2
,(x) |u* (x)|
*
.
Since
u(x)=0, |u* (x)|
*
>0 O x # +2 _ &2,
we conclude that
& 12 |
I
sign(u(x)) d[,u* ]$ (x)= :
u(x)=0
x # I
,(x) |u* (x)|
*
K
We can give the main application
3.7. Theorem. Let f be a Lipschitz real function with f " # M (R),
u # BH(I), and v= f b u. We have
|
I
,(x) dv"(x)=|
R
G (,; t) df "(t)+|
I
,(x)( f4 )
*
(u(x)) du"(x) (3.18)
for every C 1 function , with compact support in I.
Proof. We set
f=(x)=[ f V \=](x), v= f= b u; f= # C(R), f = # L(R),
recalling that, as =  0, v=  v uniformly on I, and, by Theorem 1,
D2v= ( *D2v in the sense of measures. (3.19)
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Since v* = f4 =(u) u* is the product of a C 1-Lipschitz function with a BV-one,
we have
v"= f =(u)(u* )2 } L1+ f4 =(u) u", (3.20)
and, performing an integration,
|
I
,(x) dv"=(x)=|
I
,(x) f =(u(x))(u* (x))2 dx+|
I
,(x) f4 =(u(x)) du"(x).
By (3.19), the integral at the lefthand member converges to the lefthand
integral of (3.18), and by the Dominated Convergence Theorem, it is easy
to see that
|
I
,(x) f4 =(u(x)) du"(x)  |
I
,(x) f4
*
(u(x)) du"(x).
It remains to show that
|
I
,(x) f =(u(x))(u* (x))2 dx  |
R
G (,; t) df "(t)
By the Change of Varables Formula (1.23) we have
|
I
,(x) f =(u(x))(u* (x))2 dx=|
R
G (,; t) f =(t) dt,
and by the usual properties of the (symmetric) convolution, this integral is
equal to
|
R
G (,; t)[ f "]= (t) dt=|
R
G=(,; t) df "(t).
Now we conclude by the Dominated Convergence Theorem, by Proposi-
tion 3.4, and by the Theorem 3.6. K
3.8. Remark. Since f =(t) pointwise converges to f (t) for a.e. t # R, we
deduce by [2], Prop. 3.1, that
f =(u(x)) |u* (x)|  f (u(x)) |u* (x)|, for a.e. x # I. (3.21)
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In particular f (u(x)) |u* (x)| is measurable; splitting f in its positive and
negative part and applying Fatou’s Lemma we also deduce that
f (u(x)) |u* (x)|2 # L1(I).
In order to conclude the proof of Theorem 3 in the one-dimensional case
(i.e. formula (0.24)), we have only to note that the Borel measures ( f b u)",
( f ")u , (see definition (3.8)) and f4 *(u) } u" satisfies
|
I
, d( f b u)"=|
I
, d( f ")u+|
I
, d( f4
*
(u) } u")
for every , # C 10(I); by the density of this space in C
0
0(I) and Riesz
Representation Theorem we deduce
( f b u)"=( f ")u+ f4 *(u) } u". (3.22)
The last step of this section is devoted to prove the splitting formulae
(0.25), ..., (0.27) of Theorem 4.
We observe that (0.26) follows easily from (0.24), by evaluating the
measure ( f b u)" on finite sets; so we focus our attention on the other two
formulae, which are a consequence of the following property.
3.9. Lemma. Assume
u # BH(I), f a Lipschitz real function with f " # M (R), v :=f b u.
(3.23)
Then there exists a Borel set Av /I, such that
|I"Av |=0, (3.24)
and
v"(B & Av)=|
B
( f (u(x)) |u* (x)|2+ f4 (u(x)) u (x)) dx, \B # B(I). (3.25)
Proof. We recall that there exist Borel sets Au /I, Af /R such that
|I"Au |=0, u"(B & Au)=|
B
u (x) dx, \B # B(I), (3.26)
and analogously
|R"Af |=0, f "(B & Af)=|
B
f (t) dt, \B # B(R). (3.27)
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We define
Z :=[x # I: |u* |
*
(x)=0],
Z$ :=I"Z=[x # I: |u* |
*
(x){0],
and
Av :=Au & (u&1(Af) _ Z ). (3.28)
In order to check that |I"Av |=0, it is sufficient to see that
I"(u&1(Af) _ Z )=u&1(R"Af) & Z$
is L1-negligible: this follows from [2], 3.1(iv). Now we choose B # B(I)
and we have
v"(B & Av)=|
R
:
u(x)=t
x # B & Av
|u* |
*
(x) df "(t)+|
B & Av
f4
*
(u(x)) du"(x). (3.29)
Since Av /Au and |I"Av |=0, the last integral on the right-hand side
becomes
|
B & Av
f4
*
(u(x)) du"(x)=|
B & Av
f4
*
(u(x)) u (x) dx
=|
B
f4
*
(u(x)) u (x) dx,
where we can substitute f4
*
=( f4 )
*
with f4 , since by the just quoted result of
[2]
u (x)=0 L1-a.e. on u&1([ f4 { f4
*
]).
Finally we consider the first integral on the right-hand side of (3.29). We
observe that the integrand
:
u(x)=t
x # B & Av
|u* |
*
(x)
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surely vanishes if t  Af , so that the integral becomes
|
R
:
u(x)=t
x # B & Av
|u* |
*
(x) df "(t)=|
Af
:
u(x)=t
x # B & Av
|u* |
*
(x) f (t) dt
=|
R
:
u(x)=t
x # B & Av
|u* |
*
(x) f (t) dt (3.30)
since |R"Af |=0. Taking account of Remark 3.8 and applying the Change
of Variables Formula (1.23), we get
|
R
:
u(x)=t
x # B & Av
|u* |
*
(x) f (t) dt=|
B & Av
f (u(x)) |u* (x)|2 dx
=|
B
f (u(x)) |u* (x)|2 dx
where we used |B"Av |=0. K
4. THE REGULARITY OF THE LEVEL SETS AND
THE GENERAL CHAIN RULE
First of all we prove Theorem 5; we recall that we denoted by Lu(t) the
non-critical t-level set:
Lu(t) :=[x # 0: u*(x)=t, |{u|* (x)>0]. (4.1)
4.1. Proposition. Assume that u # BH(0) and set v :=pt (u)=
|u&t|& |t| for a given t # R. Then
Lu(t)=S{v & [x # 0: u*(x)=t], up to an H
N&1-negligible set, (4.2)
for HN&1-a.e. x # Lu(t), !u(x) is an approximate unit normal to Lu(t),
(4.3)
{\v(x)={\|{u(x)| !u(x)\|{\u(x)| !u(x)
if x # Lu(t)"S{u ,
if x # Lu(t) & S{u ,
(4.4)
J2v=2 |{u|
*
!u !u } HN&1 on Lu(t). (4.5)
Proof. It is not restrictive to consider the case of the 0-level set, i.e.
t=0, v :=|u|, and to use ! :=!u .
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Claim 1. Let x be a point of approximate differentiability of u (i.e.
(1.18) holds) and let u
*
(x) be 0. Then
x # S{v  {u(x){0. (4.6)
Thanks to (1.18) we have
|
Br(x)
|u( y)&({u(x), y&x) | dy=o(r).
If {u(x)=0 the we deduce
|
Br(x)
|v( y)&(0, y&x) | dy=|
Br(x)
|v( y)| dy
=|
Br(x)
|u( y)| dy=o(r),
i.e., 0 is the approximate differential of v at x.
When {u(x){0 we consider the half-spaces H !\(x) and we observe that
y # H !\(x) O |({u(x), y&x) |=|{u(x)| ( \!(x), y&x)
=( \{u(x), y&x).
By the triangle inequality,
|
Br(x) & H
!
\(x)
|v( y)&( \{u(x), y&x) | dy
|
Br(x) & H
!
\(x)
|u( y)&({u(x), y&x) | dy=o(r)
that is the choices
v
*
(x)=0, {\v(x) := \{u(x), n :=!(x)
satisfies the last of (1.19) with respect to v :=|u| at x.
v We deduce that
Lu(0)"S{u=(S{v & [x # 0: u*(x)=0])"S{u , (4.7)
and on this set (4.3), ..., (4.5) are verified.
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Claim 2. For HN&1-a.e. x # S{u & [x # 0: u*(x)=0] we have x # S{v
with
{\ v(x)=\|{\u(x)| !(x), (4.8)
with respect to the approximate unit normal n{v :=!=n{u .
Let x # S{u , with u*(x)=0, and, by definition, !(x) :=n{u(x); thanks to
(1.19) we have
|
Br(x) & H
!
\(x)
|u( y)&({\ u(x), y&x) | dy=o(r);
since {\u(x) have the same direction of !(x) (cf. [1]) we can write
y # H !\(x) O |({\u(x), y&x) |=|{\ u(x)| ( \!(x), y&x) .
We conclude that
|
Br(x) & H
!
\(x)
| |u( y)|&|{\ u(x)| ( \!(x), y&x) | dy=o(r).
v By the previous claim we get, up to an HN&1-negligible set,
S{v & [x # 0: u*(x)=0] & S{u=Lu(0) & S{u
and on this set (4.3), ..., (4.5) hold. Taking account of (4.7), also (4.2) is
proved. K
4.2. Remark. Since S{v is countably (HN&1, N&1)-rectifiable, Theorem 5
follows now by (4.2) and by (4.3).
Now we consider Theorem 3 and we prove its statement for pure second
derivatives along every direction ’ # SN&1: Theorem 1.3 and the one
dimensional results of the previous section are the basic ingredients of this
procedure.
4.3. Lemma. Assume
u # BH(0), f a Lipschitz real function with f " # M (R),
v :=f b u, ’ # SN&1
and
,: 0 [ R a bounded Borel function.
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Then, for each operator D among D, {, J, C, we have
|
0
, dD2’’ v=|
0
,(x) f4
*
(u
*
(x)) dD2’’u(x)
+|
?’0
\|R :
(u*)y (z)=t
z # 0y
’
,y(z) |u* y |* (z) dD
2 f (t)+ dHN&1( y). (4.9)
Proof. Since v # BH(0), by (1.31) and the definition (1.25), we can
write
|
0
, dD2’’ v=|
?’0
\|0y’ ,y(z) dD
2 vy(z)+ dHN&1( y),
the function
y # ?’0 [ |
0y
’
,y(z) dD2 vy(z) (4.10)
being HN&1-a.e. defined and HN&1-measurable. By Theorem 1.3, for
HN&1-a.e. y # ?’0 , (u*)y is the continuous representative of a BH(0
’
y )
function; since for HN&1-a.e. y # ?’0 vy= f b (u*)y , we can apply the
splitting formulae (0.25), ..., (0.27) in the one dimensional case and we get
|
0y
’
,y(z) dD2 vy(z)=|
R
:
(u*)y (z)=t
z # 0y
’
,y(z) |u* y |* (z) dD
2 f (t)
+|
0y
’
,y(z) f4 *((u*)y (z)) dD
2 uy(z). (4.11)
Since f4
*
b u
*
is a bounded Borel function on 0, by (1.31) and (1.25) we
deduce that
y # ?’0 [ |
0y
’
,y(z) f4 *((u*)y (z)) dD
2 uy(z) (4.12)
is HN&1-measurable and
|
?’0
\|0y’ ,y(z) f4 *((u*)y (z)) dD
2 uy(z)+ dHN&1( y)
=|
0
,(x) f4
*
(u
*
(x)) dD2 u(x). (4.13)
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By difference, also
y # ?’0 [ |
R
:
(u*)y (z)=t
z # 0y
’
,y(z) |u* y |* (z) dD
2 f (t) is HN&1-measurable; (4.14)
integrating on ?’0 and taking into account (4.13), we deduce (4.9). K
4.4. Corollary. Let u # BH(0), ’ # SN&1, and let ,: 0 [ R be a
bounded Borel function; then for every t # R we have
|
?’0
:
(u*)y (z)=t
z # 0y
’
,y(z) |u* y |* (z) dH
N&1( y)
=|
Lu(t)
,(x) |{u(x)|
*
(!u(x), ’) 2 dHN&1(x). (4.15)
Proof. Recalling that ( p* t)*(t)=0, we apply the previous theorem with
v= f (u) :=pt (u), D=J, , substituted by , } /Lu(t) ;
then we compare the result with the explicit formula which follows by (4.5).
K
In order to conclude the proof of Theorem 3, we have simply to inter-
change the order of the two last integrals in (4.9) and to apply (4.15). This
interchange is possible due to Fubini’s Theorem and the following state-
ment.
4.5. Proposition. Let u # BH(0), ’ # SN&1, ,: 0 [ R a bounded Borel
function and + # M (R) a Borel measure on R. Then for HN&1-a.e. y # ?’0 the
mapping (see (3.5))
( y, t) # ?’0_R [ G (,; y, t) := :
(u*)y (z)=t
z # 0y
’
,y(z) |u* y |* (z) (4.16)
is well defined and it is (HN&1_+)-measurable.
We divide the proof in some steps. We can surely assume + is positive.
v We denote by :’ the set
:’ :=[ y # ?’0 : (u*)y # BH(0
’
y ) & C
0(0’y )] (4.17)
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which satisfies HN&1(?’0":
’)=0 and (HN&1_+)((?’0":
’)_R)=0. By
Proposition 3.4,
t # R [ G (,; y, t) is bounded and +-measurable, for every y # :’. (4.18)
In analogy with (3.8), we call mu the finite Borel measure on 0
mu(B) :=|
?’0 \|R G (/B ; y, t) d+(t)+ dH
N&1( y), \B # B(0).
Claim 1. Let us set
G=(,; y, t) :=|
R
G (,; y, {) \=(t&{) d{
where [\=]=>0 is a family of symmetric mollifiers as in (3.14). Then G= is
a Carathe odory’s function, in particular it is (HN&1_+)-measurable (see
[14], VIII-1.3).
Recalling (2.7), we choose in (4.14)
f ({) :=I2[\=(t& } )]({)= 12 |
R
ps({) \=(t&s) ds,
so that f "({)=\=(t&{); we deduce that y [ G=(,; y, t) is an HN&1-
measurable function, for every t # R. On the other hand, G= is surely
continuous in t, for y # :’.
Claim 2. If , belongs to C 00(0), then G (,; y, t) is (H
N&1_+)-
measurable.
If , # C 10(0) the thesis follows by Theorem 3.6, since
lim
=  0
G=(,; y, t)=G (,; y, t), \y # :’, \t # R.
When , is in C 00(0), we can uniformly approximate it by a sequence ,
n of
C10(0)-functions: applying (3.7), we deduce that for every y # :
’
lim
n  
sup
t # R
|G (,n; y, t)&G (,; y, t)|=0.
Claim 3. Let E be a G$ (or a F_) subset of 0; then G (/E ; y, t) is
(HN&1_+)-measurable.
It is sufficient to note that
lim
n  
G (,n; y, t)=G (,; y, t), \y, t # :’_R, (4.19)
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if [,n]n # N is a uniformly bounded and monotone family of Borel functions,
pointwise converging to , in 0 as n  . We recall that the characteristic
function of each open subset U of 0 can be approximated in such a way
by continuous functions compactly supported in U; the characteristic
function of a G$-set is then obtained as a decreasing pointwise limit of
characteristic functions of open sets.
Claim 4. Let E be a Borel subset of 0; then G (/E ; y; t) is (HN&1_+)-
measurable.
By the Theorem 2.17(c) of [19], there exist an F_ subset A and a
G$ -subset B of 0 such that A/E/B and mu(B"A )=0. We shall see that
G (/A ; y, t)=G (/E ; y, t)
=G (/B ; y, t), (HN&1_+)-a.e. in :’_R;
Since G (,; y, t) is monotone with respect to ,, it is sufficient to show that
the set of the couples ( y, t) # :’_R such that
G (/B ; y, t)&G (/A ; y, t)=G (/B"A ; y, t)>0
is (HN&1_+)-negligible. But this is obvious, since B"A is a G$ set,
G (/B"A ; y, t) is (HN&1_+)-measurable, and by Fubini’s Theorem
|
?’0_R
G (/B"A ; y, t) d(HN&1_+)( y, t)=mu(B"A)=0.
v Eventually Claim 4 can be extended to every Borel function , by
the standard approximation procedure ([19], 1.14 (b), 1.17).
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